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Customer
Address

Tel
Fax

Mobile
Email

Order  Quote 

Project Name
Project Location

Date

ID  Location Dims Shape Type Contrast Panels Pad Type Button  Type Fire Retardant Qty

Width X

Length Y

Square
Rectangular

Round
Bolster

Box*
* Box Depth (z)

Contrast  Panelled #     
Contrast Piped 
Contrast Back

Oxford Contrast ** 
Oxford  Plain** 

Trimmed 
Envelope

Harlequin
Plain 

Self Piped

Edge Width Edge Dim None
Polyester

Feather
Foam

Down & Feather

None
Easy Cover  
Button

19mm
22mm
29mm

Button Qty

None
BS

IMOLeft

Right

Top
# Please provide panel sizes in next column
**Oxford Border size

Bottom

Custom Fabric details

ID Custom  Fabric Code  No. & Name Width Pattern
 Repeat Unit cost

Supplied by

Dometic Customer

a. Main

b. Contrast

c. Trim

a. Main

b. Contrast

c. Trim

For custom designed cushions please provide detailed 
Sketch in note section on page 2 or on a separate 
drawing.
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CUSHION Order Form and Product Guide
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Notes
CUSHION Order Form and Product Guide
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ID and Location
To avoid confusion, Dometic works in an order of location and reference number for orders. 
Therefore, for residential applications itemise curtain starting from the left of the room giving 
an ID and a description of the area location, for example:
• ID - 1,
• Location - Master Bed

Width X:  This is the finished size of cushion cover without the pad inserted, (Final cushion 
size will reduce in width once the pad is inserted, this can vary dependant on the pad you 
select).   
Length Y:  This is the finished size of cushion cover without the pad inserted, (Final cushion 
size will reduce in length once the pad is inserted, this can vary dependant on the pad you 
select).   
Depth Z: Box pleat only. This is the finished depth of cushion cover. 
Shape: Cushion shape can be customised to suit any room and to add design features. Our 
standard cushion shapes are;

Square, Rectangular, Round & Bolster  Box

Type
As well as the many different shapes we can supply, we offer a vast range of finishes that 
can enhance your room or cabin. Details such as buttons & piping will enable you to use 
contrast/co-ordinated fabrics and trimmings to make your cushions stand out.
All of our cushion covers are manufactured with an invisible zip, situated at the bottom of the 
cover. Wherever possible, we will try to colour match zip to fabric. If this is not possible we 
will use the closest match available.  Our standard cushion types are;

Plain (One fabric type) Contrast Back Contrast Panelled

Harlequin

Self Piped

Oxford Plain Border

Contrast piped

Oxford Contrast Border

Trimmed Envelope

Plain:  Our simplest shape and best seller, our plain cushions are available in all shapes. Plain 
cushions are made in a single fabric of your choice.
Contrast Back:  This cushion type is suitable for any shape, with or without buttons. Contrast 
back is a plain cushion as standard, in a choice of two fabrics, one for the front and one for 
the back. Any additional design features like piping or trimming should be specified on the 
order form and we will customise the cushion to your exact requirements.           
Contrast Panelled: A contrast panel can be added to any of our standard shaped cushions. 
Please specify the size and position of the panel on the order form. You could also choose to 
add a button or two for extra detail.
Harlequin: This quirky pattern allows the use of two fabrics, to either co-ordinate with your 
interior or to add some contrasting colour. Contrast panels will always be on opposing corners, 
in any position giving a checkerboard effect. Please note: Harlequin cushions are only avail-
able for square or rectangular shapes. 
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Oxford Plain Border:  Commonly known as “Housewife”, Oxford cushions have a self-border. 
Borders can be as small as 5mm, as there are no additional internal seams. We would rec-
ommend a maximum border of 80mm. A border any larger than this will end up too flimsy. 
Please note: Oxford cushions are only available for square or rectangular shapes. 
Oxford Contrast Border: This is an Oxford style cushion as above, but with a contrasting 
border. Corners will have a “mitred” detail (diagonal seam.) The minimum size contrast bor-
der we can manufacture is 20mm, due to thickness on internal seam allowances. We would 
recommend a maximum border of 80mm. A border any larger than this will end up too flimsy. 
Please note: This cushion type is only available for square or rectangular shapes. 
Oxford Border size, plain or contrast: Please specify the size of your Oxford border. Please 
note this measurement will be added to the total width of your cushion. For example, if you 
order a 500 x 500 cushion with a 20mm border, the total cushion width (X) will be 540mm. 
Self Piped: You can add self piping to any of our standard shapes. As suggested, the piping 
will be in the same fabric as the main cushion. You can also add button detailing, which can 
be covered in the same fabric; choose from three sizes of buttons.   
Contrast piped: You can add contrast piping to any of our standard shapes; just specify the 
desired contrast fabric you would like us to use. You can also add button detailing, which can 
be covered in the contrast fabric; choose from three sizes of buttons.   
Trimmed: You can add trimmings to any of our standard shapes; just specify the desired trim 
you would like us to use. As standard, trims will be used on the border seam of the cushion. 
If you would like to use a decorative strip of trim, please specify placement on your order 
form. Buttons can also be added, which can be covered in fabric that co-ordinates your trim. 
Choose from three sizes of buttons.
Envelope: This stylish cushion allows you to use two fabrics to co-ordinate with you interior 
or to add some contrast colour. As standard, the “main fabric” will be the fabric used on the 
face side, piping and button. The contrast fabric will be used on the back and envelope fold. 
(Please refer to picture on Type section.) Please note: Envelope cushions are only available for 
square or rectangular shapes. 
No Pad required - Cover only: We are happy to manufacture cushion covers only if requested, 
alternatively we offer the following Pad Types;  
Pad Types: We have a range of pads to suit your project and budget:
Polyester: Filled with polyester fibre. Filling materials meet the flammability requirements of 
BS5852 1988. Polycotton covered.
Feather: Filled with 100% Duck feather. Filling materials meet the flammability requirements 
of BS5852 1988. Cambric feather proof fabric covered. 
Down & Feather: Goose feather and down is a luxury filling renowned for its comfort, sup-
port and longevity. This pillow is available in a variety of filling ratios. Choose a higher ratio of 
feather if you prefer your pillow chunkier and more supportive. Alternatively, greater amounts 
of down will result in a supple and slightly softer pillow. Pure cotton feather and down-proof 
fabric covered.
Due to customised filling, these pads are priced on application and will be made to your 
needs and requirements. Please contact a member of our team for more information.

Please note: As standard, we will always use a pad that is the ‘next size up’ from your speci-
fied cushion size. This ensures a fuller look, more pleasing to the eye. For example, a 500 x 
500 cushion will have a 550 x 550 pad of your choice.
Foam: Foam pads are suitable for box cushions only.
We can source foam in different densities and thicknesses, to suit your project. We would rec-
ommend a high density, quality seating grade, as this is suitable for many applications. These 
include, firm sofa seating and upholstery seating for cushions, boat seating, caravan bunks/
seats, dining chairs, RV seating and more.
Due to the wide variety of foam available, cushions are priced on application and will be cus-
tom made to your needs. Please contact a member of our team for more information.
Main Fabric, Contrast Fabric and Trims: Please refer to our online fabric collection for stand-
ard Dometic fabrics. Custom fabric options can also be specified on the order form. We can 
even manufacture cushions with your own, supplied material.
Fabrics from the Dometic Fabric Collection are dry-clean only. 
To add to the design of the cushion, a contrast fabric from either the Dometic Fabric Collec-
tion or a fabric of your choice can be selected. Alternatively, a trim or braid can be added to 
cushions instead of piping.
Fire Retardant: A selection of fabrics in the Dometic fabric collection is certified to British 
standards. However, Dometic will need to confirm if your selected fabric can be treated to pass 
British Standard (BS) or International Maritime Organisation (IMO) Fire Retarding standards. 
If batch testing is required for IMO Certification, a 1 metre2 / 392” sample of fabric is required 
for this and additional certification costs will apply.
Buttons: You can add decorative buttons to cushions for extra detailing. Buttons are fabric 
covered in your choice of co-ordinated or contrast fabrics. Easy cover buttons are available in 
three sizes, 19mm, 22mm and 29mm in diameter. Other buttons and rosettes are available 
upon request.  When selecting a single button for contrast panelled, it will be positioned on 
the centre of the panel; two buttons will be spaced equally. 
Buttons Quantity: Please specify the number of buttons required and the position you would 
like these applied. 
Customised: In addition to our standard cushion types, our manufacturing team can design 
and develop any specifics you require for your project; we just need a simple drawing for a 
production sample to be manufacture for your approval. 
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